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COMPOSITION OF FUNCTIONS WITH 
CLOSED GRAPHS AND ITS 

FUNCTION SPACES

G. I. Chae., V. P. Singh and D. N. Misra

1. Introduction

Let X, Y and Z be (topological) spaces and f: X~^Y a function 

from X into Y. A ftHKtion is to a do^d g^h

if and only if (simply, iff) its graph G(f)={(xt f(x)} : xGX] is dosed 

in the product space X x Y. Every continuous funciton may not 

have a closed graph and the example of the differentiation operator 

from C'(0,l) to C(0,l) 아lows that every function with a closed graph 

need not be continuous. P. E. Long [2] has discussed properties 

induced by functions with closed graphs on its domain and range 

spaces. In [3], its authors have found a sufficient and neccessary 

condition for functions having a closed graph.

Lemma 1.1E31 A function /" ： *스丫 has a closed graph iff for each 

xCX, f(x)=: Q is a neighborhood of x}, where cl denotes 

the closure operator.

Now questions arise as to whether composition of functions with 

closed graphs has its graph closed. If not so, under what conditions 

may the composition have a 시osed graph ? These are mentioned 

in Section 2. Section 3 is related to properties of some spaces from 

function spaces of such functions with their graphs clo오ed.
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2 Composition of functions with closed graphs

Example 2.1, Let (N，D) and (NtCof) be spaces of natural numbers 

with discrete and cofinite topologies, respectivly. Consider identity 

fimcti이上오 i: (NQf)-공(N，D) and i* : (NfD)~^(NfCqf), The표 i and i* have 

closed graphs, but its composition i*o i does not have 처 closed graph 

because of [3, Proposition 4.1], or [2, Theorem 4].

In positive directions we can get conditions for which composition 

of functions with closed graphs may have a closed graph. For the 

sake of convenience, from now on, we will denote a neighborhood(s) 

(simply, nbd(s)) U of x in the space X by Ux. Thus Vy means a 

nbd of y in the space 匕

Proposition 2.2. Let f: X~^Y be continuous and g: Y~^Z have 

a closed graph. Then G(gof) is closed.

Proof. Let (x,z) be a point in X x Z such that z^g(f(x)) where 

y=f(x). Since G(g) is dosed iff there exist Wt and V, such that 

见Cg仰;)=(D and f is continuous, for 죠ny y—f(x)^Vy there exists 

Ux such that f(U^)CVy thus we have Wz Dg(f(U^)=<^

Proposition 2.3. Let f: ¥스¥ have a closed graph and g: Y~^Z 

be a closed function with compact point inverses. Then G(gof) is 

closed

Proof Suppose z^g(f(x)) to use Lemma 1.1. Then for each yGin 

£尹仞 and y^=f(x)t there exists a nbd Ux such that y 争 clf(U> because 

G(f) is closed. This implies that there is a nbd Vy such that Vy C 丿但)=Q 

Repeating this way for each y G we have an open cover ▽ = {%，：〕， 

£g」(2)} for g'(Z)and thus its finite subcover V0={V^z-i—1^, ...n}, 

for g is compact point inverse. Setting 卩=1丄刁 Vg,i and 11=厂七刁 

U^i where UXti is such that V^i n/fK>0=4>- Since g is dosed, there 

exists a nbd W2 such that 矿仞UgVT%)UK Thus g'2(W^) C\f(U)—^ 

and so WxC\g(f(U))—^. Hence z^c\{cl g(f(U^) - 14 is a nbd of 싸.
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Proposition 2.4. Let F be a regular space, f: X-^Y continuous 

and g : Y^Z a closed function with dosed point inverses. Then G(gof) 

is closed.

Proof. Let (欠，砂 be a point in X x Z such that z ^=g(f(x))t or 

/(x^g^z), g1(z) is closed. Since Y is regular, there exist nbds、晶 

of f(x) and Vy of g2(z)t respectively, such that I缶 C 卩;=Q Since 

f is continuous and g is closed, there exists nbds Ux in X and 

W2 in Z such that f(U^CV^ and 妒(用)U* Thus mcgV服)=<!). 

So g(f(U^)) n Wz=(^. Thus G(gof) is closed.

3. Their function spaces

포C(X,Y) be the set of all。詞i皿职s 壬皿或gs of X into Y 

and C(X,Y) will be equipped with the compact-open topology. For 

spaces X and Y we will denote the following by ；

1. G(X,Y)= {f: X~^Y - f is continuous and G(f) is closed.}

2. K(XtY)—{Cy: X~^Y: for y in Y where for any x in X Cy(x)=y}

Proposition 3.1. A space Y is homeomorphic to a dense subspace 

KQ〈Y) of C(X,Y). (Refer to [1])

Proposition 3.2. If K is 7； then K(XtY) C G(XrY).

Proof. It i아 enough to show that every constant funtion has 

a closed graph. For each (x,p) such that Cy(x)^p, there is a nbd 

VP such that y^Vp since Y is T& This implies G(Wc 岛=0 for 

any Ux.

Proposition 3.3. G(X,Y) is Ti -space.

Proof. Let f and g in G(X,Y) with f^g. Then there is Xo in 

X such that f(xj)=g(xj). Since G(g) is closed, there is a nbd 

such that丿节。年攻亿以 Thus (xOt Y~'clg(Ux^)is a nbd of f not containing 

g. Similarly, we have a nbd of g not containing f.
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Proposition 3.4. If 8 is Tit then G(0，Y) is dense in C(X 17-

Proof. From Proposition 3.1 and 3.2, we have C(X,Y)=d K(X,Y)—

시 G(X,Y).

Proposition 3.5. Let X be Hausdorff. Then X is connected iff 

GQ〈X) is connected.

Proof. Let X be Hausdorff and connected. Then G(XtX)=C(XtX) 

and G0X)=C(X,X) is Hausdorff from [1, p.140, 258]. By Proposition 

3.1, we have & K(XX) = G(KX)=C(XX) is connected. Conversely, let 

G(XX) be connected and assume X is not connected. Then there 

exist disjoint open sets G and H of X such that X—G\jH, For 

each 虹X and fEGQQd either f(x)E：G, or f(x)^H. This implies 

司

which is a contradiction
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